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Abstract Mobile Instant Messaging (MIM) applications
transmit not only user-triggered messages (UTMs), but also
keep-alive messages (KAMs) via radio access network,
which induces heavy burden in control plane channel and
wastes user equipment (UE) energy consumption. In this
paper, we deduce the joint distribution of KAM period and
UTM mean interval from the MIM application traffic
characteristics. Correlating the joint distribution with radio
resource control (RRC) state machine in LTE networks, we
derive two analytical expressions for the control plane
signaling load and UE energy consumption respectively.
Then, the variation of signaling load and energy usage is
demonstrated with different settings of RRC release timer,
KAM period and UTM mean interval. The analysis indicates that KAM period is the upper bound of RRC release
timer when reducing the signaling load. Besides, five times
of UTM mean interval is the upper bound of KAM period
when reducing the UE energy consumption and signaling
load. These results can guide both network operators and
MIM application developers to properly set control
parameters for balancing the signaling load and UE energy
consumption.
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1 Introduction
Mobile instant messaging (MIM) applications are widely
adopted in user equipments (UEs) [1–3]. They differ from
traditional telecom services, such as voice and short message, in that they provide an always-on connectivity [4, 5].
Therefore, they periodically and autonomously send small
packets to maintain the Internet Protocol (IP) connection
with application servers even when the applications are out
of user interaction. These small packets are so-called keepalive messages (KAM). However, the transmission of
KAM in radio access network (RAN) leads to frequent
transition between different radio resource control (RRC)
states, thus induces heavy burden in control plane channel
[6–9] and wastes UE energy consumption [9–12].
To maximum the spectrum efficiency and the energy
efficiency, authors in [13] proposed a resource allocation
solution based on non-cooperative game theory for D2D
communication. Besides, authors in [14] developed a QoE
aware spectrum efficiency and QoE aware energy efficiency based mobile association and resource allocation
scheme in a heterogeneous wireless network. However,
these solutions are not suitable for MIM applications since
the traffic pattern and resource requirements between MIM
application and D2D communication are not the same.
Therefore, we mainly focus on the MIM traffic’s requirements on radio resources and corresponding impacts on
network and user in this paper.
RRC states are controlled by RRC release timer, which
is set by the evolved NodeB (eNB). Authors in [15–18]
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found that longer RRC release timer brings lower control
plane signaling load but higher energy consumption and
vice versa. Hereinafter, signaling load is used to represent
control plane signaling load for simplification. Taking the
application traffic into consideration, authors in [19, 20]
found that, longer RRC release timer brings lower signaling load only when packet arrival rate is relatively low. If
the packet arrival rate is high enough, increasing RRC
release timer will end in higher signaling load. As to the
UE energy consumption, shorter RRC release timer always
consumes less energy regardless of the packet arrival rate.
Besides, authors in [21] found that RRC release timer
influences signaling load and energy consumption only
when the maximum inter-arrival time between two consecutive packets is less than the RRC release timer.
However, various packets within the application traffic,
including KAM and other user-triggered messages (UTM)
were treated with no difference in the above works. Consequently, how the KAM influences the signaling load and
energy usage was not formulated, although KAM transmission is the main reason for the heavy burden in control
plane channel and unnecessary energy consumption of UE.
In this paper, we focus on MIM applications in LTE
networks. Firstly, we deduce the joint distribution of KAM
period and UTM mean interval based on the MIM traffic
characteristics. Correlating the joint distribution with RRC
state machine, we derive two analytical expressions for
signaling load and UE energy consumption respectively.
Then, the variation of signaling load and energy usage is
demonstrated with different settings of RRC release timer,
KAM period and UTM mean interval. The rest of this paper
is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the system model,
which includes the MIM application traffic model and its
correlation with the RRC state machine. In Sect. 3, we
characterize the signaling load and UE energy consumption
with two analytical expressions. We then study the influence
of RRC release timer and different messages intervals on the
performance of signaling load and UE energy consumption
respectively in Sect. 4, optimization suggestions are provided simultaneously. Finally, Sect. 5 contains our conclusion, followed by the future works in Sect. 6.
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2.1 Traffic model of MIM applications
Figure 1 illustrates the traffic model of MIM application,
where tmn , tKA ; tm and tR represent the UTM interval, the
KAM period, the message interval that joint two kinds of
messages and the RRC release timer, respectively. In the
beginning, the MIM application logs in and receives the
OK message from the server. Then, the MIM application
can transmit and receive messages via RAN. Acknowledgement (ACK) message is replied from the receiving
side. Note that, the LOGIN, OK, TX, ACK, RX and
LOGOUT messages are so called UTM messages, which
are denoted by solid arrows in Fig. 1. Specifically, the blue
upward arrows denote the uplink UTM messages, and the
red downward arrows denote the downlink UTM messages.
Generally, the length of these messages is in the range of
tens of bytes to few kilobytes, thus the transmission time of
these messages is negligible small under the context of
high transmission rate in LTE networks. Besides, the
reaction time of network or UE is in the range of tens of
milliseconds, which is also negligible small compared to
the message interval. Therefore, we only consider the
message interval in this paper. The UTM interval, i.e., tmn , is
exponentially distributed with mean value of 1=k according
to [22]. Specifically, 1=k is decided by user activity level.
The generation of KAM is controlled by a timer, called
KAM period, i.e., tKA , which is set by application developer
during the development stage. Dotted arrows are used to
represent the KAM messages in Fig. 1. Similarly, the blue
upward arrows denote the uplink KAM messages, and the
red downward arrows denote the downlink KAM messages. Whenever tmn surpasses tKA , the KAM is generated
autonomously and periodically until next UTM arrives, so
that the long-lived IP connection can be maintained. We
use tm to denote the message interval that joint KAM
period and UTM interval. Therefore, tm is the remainder of
tmn divided by tKA :
8 n
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2 System model
To analyze the impact of MIM applications on signaling load
and UE energy consumption, MIM traffic is modeled
according to 3GPP Technical Report [22]. Correlating the
MIM traffic with RRC state machine, we can depict the RRC
state transition diagram accordingly, which can be used in
modeling the signaling load and UE energy consumption.
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ð1Þ
tmn
where i ¼ ½ , and ½ is the floor function.
tKA
Consequently, tm is head-truncated distributed. Hence,
typical exponential distribution cannot describe tm anymore. Fortunately, the probability density function (PDF)
of tm when tm is in the range of ½0; tKA Þ is still the same with
tmn , and mathematical derivation can be found in Appendix
1. Thus, the PDF of tm can be derived as follows:
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 MIM traffic model and RRC state transition diagram. a MIM traffic model. b RRC state transition diagram
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0  tm \tKA
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< ke
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f ðtm Þ ¼
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: KA
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tm [ tKA :

ð2Þ

Furthermore, the mean message interval of joint messages, i.e., tm , can be calculated as follows:


Z þ1
1
1 ktKA
ð3Þ
tm ¼
tm  f ðtm Þdtm ¼  k  tKA þ e
:
k
k
0
Since message length makes no sense in RRC state
transitions, we ignore the message length in the traffic
model for simplification.

in RRC idle state, which is analyzed by Agilent power
analyzer.

3 Performance metrics
Based on the MIM traffic and RRC state machine described
in Sect. 2, the RRC state machine transition diagram can be
depicted accordingly as shown in Fig. 1(b). By correlating
message interval with RRC release timer in the transition
diagram, the signaling load, and UE energy consumption
can be derived accordingly.
3.1 System signaling load

2.2 RRC state machine in LTE networks
In LTE networks, there are two RRC states including RRC
connected state and RRC idle state [23]. A UE can only
transmit and receive data in the RRC connected state. For a
UE in RRC idle state, RRC connection establishment is
needed when a new message arrives. After data transmission is completed, RRC release timer starts counting. If
there is no message activity until RRC release timer
expires, eNB will switch the UE from RRC connected state
to RRC idle state. Thus, message interval and RRC release
timer are the parameters that influence RRC state transition. We use tR to denote RRC release timer in this paper.
RRC state transition diagram can be depicted on the basis
of MIM traffic, as shown in Fig. 1. The start/reset of RRC
release timer is denoted by the black solid upward arrows
in Fig. 1. Besides, the box fixed with red backslash represents the RRC connected state, and the box fixed with
green vertical stripe represents the RRC idle state. The
radio power is 290 mA in RRC connected state and 4 mA

Given that the heavy signaling load caused by MIM
applications mainly results in the RRC state transition, we
only take state transition related signaling into consideration. A complete RRC connection establishment and corresponding connection release process represent a whole
RRC state transition. We denote the number of RRC state
transitions by Ntrans .
For a UE in RRC connected state, if next message is
generated within RRC release timer, i.e., tm  tR , then the
UE will stay in RRC connected state without a state transition; but if next message is generated after the expiration
of RRC release timer, i.e., tm [ tR , the UE will switch to
RRC idle state, and then get back to RRC connected state.
Therefore, the UE transition probability Pt can be calculated as follows:
(
ekx ; 0  x\tKA
Pt ¼ Prftm [ xg ¼
ð4Þ
0;
x  tKA
where x denotes the value of tR .
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Since Ntrans is linearly proportional to Pt and the number
of messages, Ntrans can be calculated as follows:

3.2 UE energy consumption

Ntrans ¼ T0  Rm  Pt ;

The energy consumption for a UE mainly depends on
the time it spends in RRC connected state, i.e., Tc . For
a specific message of a UE in RRC connected state, the
message interval tm is known. If tm  tR , then no state
transition will occur, and tm will determine how long
the UE spends in RRC connected state caused by this
message. On the contrary, if tm [ tR , then the UE will
transfer to RRC idle state after the expiration of RRC
release timer. Therefore, tR will determine how long the
UE spends in RRC connected state. Thus, for a chain
of messages, the average time for a UE to remain in
RRC connected state per message, i.e., tc is determined
by:

ð5Þ

where T0 stands for the unit time, and Rm represents the
arrival rate of messages. Since the transition time and
reaction time of messages are ignored in this paper as
detailed in Sect. 2, Rm can be calculated with the help of
mean message interval:
Rm ¼ 1=tm ;

ð6Þ

Since a whole state transition consumes eight signaling messages in RAN side as shown in Fig. 2, the average signaling
load per unit time, i.e. S can be calculated as follows:
S ¼ 8Ntrans ¼

8T0  Prftm [ xg
;
tm

ð7Þ

Substitute (3), (4) into (7), the full expression of S can be
rewritten as follows:
8
8T0  ekx
>
>


>
; 0  x\tKA
<1
1
 k  tKA þ ektKA
ð8Þ
S¼
k
k
>
>
>
:
0;
x  tKA
When tKA [ 5 1k ; ektKA is smaller than 0.01. Since 1=k is
generally in the range of few tens of seconds to few hundreds of seconds, 1=k [ 100ðk  tKA þ 1kÞektKA . Therefore,
ðk  tKA þ 1kÞektKA is negligibly small. Then (8) can be
further simplified as follows:
(
k  8T0  ekx ; 0  x\tKA
1
when tKA [ 5 ; S ¼
ð9Þ
k
0;
x  tKA


tc ¼

Prftm  xg  hðxÞ þ Prftm [ xg  x; 0  x\tKA
tm ;

x  tKA
ð10Þ

where h(x) denotes the mean value of tm when
0  tm  xð0  x\tKA ). The full expression of h(x) is as
follows:


x þ 1k  ekx  1k
ð11Þ
:
hðxÞ ¼
ekx  1
The calculation of h(x) can be found in Appendix 2.
Therefore, the whole time UE spends in RRC connected
state Tc can be calculated as follows:
Tc ¼ T0  Rm  tc ;

ð12Þ

Since the time of every RRC state transition is smaller than
1 ms and the power of RRC state transition is relatively
low, we ignore the energy consumed in the RRC state
transition. Therefore, the average energy consumption per
unit time can be calculated as follows:
E ¼ 290Tc þ 4ðT0  Tc Þ ¼ 284Tc þ 4T0 ¼ 284T0 

tc
þ 4T0 :
tm
ð13Þ

Substitute (3) and (10) into (13), the full expression of
E can be rewritten as follows:
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Fig. 2 Connection establishment and release procedures
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x\tKA

ð14Þ

x  tKA

As detailed before, when tKA [ 5 1k ; ðk  tKA þ 1kÞektKA is
negligibly small. Then (14) can be further simplified as
follows:
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when tKA [ 5 ; E ¼
k

(
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284T0 ð1  ekx Þ þ 4T0 ; 0  x\tKA
x  tKA

288T0 ;

ð15Þ

set to 60s, 120s and 240s, respectively, while the average
n
is set to 120s and 60s, respectively. Detailed simutmi
lation parameters and assumptions are provided in
Table 1, which keeps consistent with the parameters in
[24].

4 Numerical analysis

4.1 System signaling load

In this section, we study the variation of signaling load
and UE energy consumption caused by MIM applications when RRC release timer, KAM period and UTM
mean interval varies. We use the traffic model described
in Sect. 2 to simulate the MIM traffic and calculate S and
E based on (8) and (14). Three scenarios are considered
in this simulation. The first one is a fixed MIM application with different user activity levels. The tKA of this
application is set to 120s [24], which is widely used in
MIM applications. To represent different user activity
levels, 1=k is set to 20s, 40s, 80s and 160s, respectively.
In the second scenario, the user activity is fixed with
different MIM applications. Therefore, 1=k is fixed to
40s, while tKA is set to 30s, 60s, 180s and 600s, respectively. In the last scenario, a UE has multiple MIM
applications. We assume the number of MIM applications is 5. The KAM periods of the 5 applications are
denoted by tKAi ; i 2 ½1; 2; . . .; 5, while the UTM mean
intervals of the 5 applications are denoted by
n
tmi
; i 2 ½1; 2; . . .; 5. In this scenario, the minimum tKAi is

The average signaling load per unit time is given in Fig. 3.
For the first two scenarios, when tR is smaller than tKA , the
signaling load decreases while tR gets longer as shown in
Fig. 3(a, b). The detailed reason can be found in previous
works [19, 20]. Moreover, the decreasing rate for the
application with lower 1=k is higher than the application
with longer 1=k. In other words, longer tR is effective in
decreasing the signaling load especially when 1=k is relatively low. Besides, the signaling load decreases while tKA
gets longer as shown in Fig. 3(b). However, when tKA
increases to about five times of 1=k, it makes no difference
to go on to increase tKA . This can be explained by (9). Thus,
we can draw the conclusion that tKA is upper bounded in the
course of reducing signaling load. The upper bound is
about five times of UTM mean interval. This can be used
for application operator to configure the KAM period.
Once tR is larger than tKA , the signaling load turns to 0
immediately as shown in Fig. 3(a, b). This is due to the fact
that tm is always shorter than tR in this case. The UE keeps
in RRC connected state, and no state transition occurs no

Table 1 Simulation parameters
Scenario I
Description

Fixed MIM application with different user activity

Simulation time (h)

5

Unit time (h)

1

RRC release timer (s)

1, 4, 16, 64, 256, 1024

KAM period (s)

120

UTM mean interval (s)

20, 40, 80, 160

Scenario II
Description

Fixed user activity with different MIM applications

Simulation time (h)

5

Unit time (h)

1

RRC release timer (s)

1, 4, 16, 64, 256, 1024

KAM period (s)

30, 60, 180, 600

UTM mean interval (s)

40

Scenario III
Description

A UE with multiple MIM applications

Simulation time (h)

5

Unit time (h)

1

RRC release timer (s)

1, 4, 16, 60, 120, 240, 1024

KAM period (s)

[300, 240, 180, 120, 60]; [360, 300, 240, 180, 120]; [480, 420, 360, 300, 240]

UTM mean interval (s)

[90, 105, 120, 135, 150]; [30, 45, 60, 75, 90]
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matter what the value of 1=k and tR are. For the UE with
multiple MIM applications, when tR is smaller than the
minftKAi g, longer tR is still effective in decreasing the
n
signaling load especially when the avgftmi
g is relatively
low. Once tR surpasses the minftKAi g, the signaling load
turns to 0 immediately. This is because the maximum tm of
the UE is limited to the minftKAi g with the superposition of
multiple applications. Therefore, we can draw the conclusion that tR is upper bounded in the course of reducing
signaling load, and the upper bound is tKA for the UE with
single MIM application and minftKAi g for the UE with
multiple MIM applications. Besides, longer tR is effective
in reducing the signaling load especially when the UTM
mean interval is relatively low. This can guide network
operators to set RRC release timer when reducing the
signaling load.

1200
min{tKAi } (s); avg{tnmi } (s)
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120 240
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Fig. 3 System signaling load per unit time. a S (Scenario I).
b S (Scenario II). c S (Scenario III)
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The average energy consumption per unit time is given
in Fig. 4. For the first two scenarios, when tR is smaller
than tKA , the energy consumption decreases while tR gets
shorter or 1=k gets longer as shown in Fig. 4(a, b). With
the increase of tKA , the energy consumption gets lower.
But when tKA increases to five times of 1=k, the energy
consumption turns to be a constant as shown in Fig. 4(b).
According to (13), the energy consumption depends on
the average time for a UE to remain in RRC connected
state per message tc and the mean interval of joint
messages tm . From Fig. 5(a), we can see that tc doesn’t
change with tKA when tR is smaller than tKA . It’s tm that
changes with tR as shown in Fig. 5(b). However, tm
increases with tKA but will never surpass 1=k. Once tKA
surpasses five times of 1=k, tm won’t change any more,
and the energy consumption will turn to be a constant
accordingly. This can be easily understood according to
(15). We can draw the conclusion that tKA is upper
bounded in the course of reducing UE energy consumption. The upper bound is five times of 1=k. This can
be used for application operators to configure the KAM
period. When tR is larger than tKA , the energy consumption is always 288 mAh, this can be explained by
(14). For the UE with multiple MIM applications, longer
tR still brings higher energy consumption. Moreover, the
energy consumption increases while minftKAi g or
n
avgftmi
g gets shorter as shown in Fig. 4(c). Once tR
surpasses the minftKAi g, energy consumption turns to
288mAh. The reason is the same with energy consumption in the case of the UE with single MIM
application.
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Fig. 5 Average time for a UE to remain in RRC connected state per
message and mean interval of joint messages in scenario II. a tm
(Scenario II). b tm (Scenario II)
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300
250

5 Conclusions

200

In this paper, we have analyzed the impact of MIM
applications on signaling load and UE energy consumption
with different settings of RRC release timer, KAM period,
and UTM mean interval. Analytical and simulation results
show that the average signaling load per unit time
decreases with increasing RRC release timer only when the
timer is smaller than KAM period. Therefore, RRC release
timer is upper bounded in the course of reducing signaling
load. The upper bound is KAM period for the UE with
single MIM application and the minimum KAM period for
the UE with multiple MIM applications. Moreover, longer
RRC release timer is particularly effective in decreasing
the signaling load when the UTM mean interval of UE with

min{tKAi } (s); avg{tnmi } (s)
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60; 1200
120; 1200
240; 1200
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120; 600
240; 600

100
50
0
1

4

16

60 120 240
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Fig. 4 Average UE energy consumption per message per unit time.
a E (Scenario I). b E (Scenario II). c E (Scenario III)
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single application or the average UTM mean interval of UE
with multiple applications is relatively low. In addition, the
average UE energy consumption per message per unit time
and the average signaling load per unit time decrease with
increasing KAM period until the KAM period reaches five
times of UTM mean interval. Therefore, KAM period can
be optimized to reduce UE energy consumption and signaling load, but also is upper bounded. The upper bound is
five times of UTM mean interval. These results can guide
both network operators and MIM application developers to
properly set control parameters for balancing the signaling
load and UE energy consumption.

6 Future works
As mentioned in the previous section, signaling load S and
UE energy consumption E have been formulated with the
help of RRC release timer, KAM period, and UTM mean
interval. We assume UTM mean interval is exponentially
distributed, which is identified by 3GPP. However, some
researchers argue that lognormal distribution fits UTM
mean interval better. Our work can be further improved in
deriving the general expressions of S and E regardless of
the specific PDF of UTM message interval. Therefore, the
impacts of MIM applications on signaling load and UE
energy
consumption
can
be
presented
more
comprehensively.
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L  ðkektm Þ. But both of them can be expressed as the sum
of piecewise functions of fc ðtmn Þ when 0  tm \tKA :
h i
tmax
t

nðtm Þ ¼

KA
X

L  fc ðtm þ j  tKA Þ;

j¼0

h
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tKA
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i

X
j¼1
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"Z

#

ðjþ1ÞtKA

fc ðtm Þdtm  fc ðjtKA Þ ;
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where tmax is the maximal value of tm . Therefore, the PDF
of tm when 0  tm \tKA can be denoted as follows:
h i
t
P tmax
KA
Lfc ðtm þjtKA Þ
nðtm Þ
h i j¼0
:
f ðtm Þ¼
¼
lðtm Þ
t
hR
i
P tmax
KA
ðjþ1Þt
Lþ j¼1 jL jtKA KA fc ðtm Þdtm fc ðjtKA Þ
Since tmax is much longer than tKA , we have tmax ¼N tKA .
Thus, f ðtm Þ can be simplified as follows:
PN
j¼0 fc ðtm þjtKA Þ
i
f ðtm Þ ¼
PN hR ðjþ1ÞtKA
1þ j¼1 j jtKA
fc ðtm Þdtm fc ðjtKA Þ
¼

1
1ektKA

kektm
1ekt
h KA

NekðNþ1ÞtKA 

kðNþ1ÞtKA
kektKA
 Nke
1ektKA
ð1ektKA Þ2

i:

Generally, N is large enough, f ðtm Þ can be further
simplified:
f ðtm Þ ¼

kektm
1ektKA
1
kektKA
 ð1e
ktKA Þ2
1ektKA

¼

k  ektm
kt

ke KA
1  1e
ktKA

:
kt

Appendix 1: Derivation of the PDF of tm
when 0  tm \tKA
tmn is a exponentially distributed random variable. Assume
it is a sequence with infinite length of L. The number of
times that a specific tmn appears in the whole sequence is
n
L  ðkektm Þ. Therefore, the probability of the specific tmn
when tmn  0 can be rewrited as follows:
n

n

fc ðtmn Þ ¼ kektm ¼

L  ðkektm Þ
:
L

With different value of tmn , the respective probability can be
obtained. Therefore, fc ðtmn Þ can be used to denote the PDF
of tmn . After the transformation of (1), the length of the new
sequence, i.e., L0 and the number of times that a specific tm
appears in the new sequence, i.e., nðtm Þ are no longer L and
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ke KA
Since tKA is much bigger than 1=k in most case, 1e
ktKA
is negligibly small. Therefore, the final expression of f ðtm Þ
when 0  tm \tKA is:

f ðtm Þ ¼ kektm ;
which is the same with fc ðtmn Þ.

Appendix 2: Calculation of the mean value of tm
when 0  tm  xð0  x\tKA Þ
When 0  tm \tKA , the PDF of tm is typical exponentially
distributed. In addition of 0  x\tKA , the PDF of tm when
0  tm  x is head-truncated exponentially distributed,
which is denoted by ft ðtm Þ. Since the shape of ft ðtm Þ is the
same with f ðtm Þ, ft ðtm Þ can be expressed as follows:
ft ðtm Þ ¼ af ðtm Þ;
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where a can be calculated by:
Z x
a  kektm dtm ¼ 1;
0

Therefore, a can be obtained accordingly:
a¼

1
;
1  ekx

Then, the mean value of tm when 0  tm  xð0  x\tKA Þ,
i.e., h(x) can be calculated as follows:


Z x
x þ 1k  ekx  1k
:
tm  ft ðtm Þdtm ¼
hðxÞ ¼
ekx  1
0
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